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Plant identification employs an extensive and complex terminology. Professional botanists often

need several years in the field to master this terminology, and it presents a daunting obstacle to the

student of botany. The meaning of most botanical terms, however, is immediately apparent when an

illustration is available. That is the purpose of this volume. Plant Identification Terminology provides

over nineteen hundred clear illustrations of terms used in plant identification keys and descriptions.

It also includes definitions for more than twenty-seven hundred taxonomic terms.
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This book will provide a helpful aid to students and others who need to learn our taxonomic

language. -- The American Society of Plant Taxonomists Newsletter, July 1994This wonderful little

gem of a book is a must-have. -- Bulletin of the Native Plant Society of Texas, Sept/Oct 1994

Winner of the CHOICE Best Academic Books Award in its first edition, Plant Identification

Terminology: An Illustrated Glossary has been dramatically improved. The book has been

thoroughly reillustrated and includes more than 300 additional terms. The best book available on

plant descriptive terminology is now even better.

Extremely helpful for botany courses

Indispensable.



This book will make the difference in being able to use or not use books written for Botanists.

Without knowing the terminology,comprehensive keys are impossible to understand or use. Want to

ID plants like a pro? Then you need this book

I am currently studying Botanical Latin, though I don't have a very good background in botany. I find

the definitions and illustrations in the Harris' book admirably concise, clear, and conveniently

organized into two halves, one alphabetic, one by category (from the Roots up). For my purposes,

this book has been easy to use, a pleasure to use, and in fact indispensable.

I started studying botany a few years ago and there is so much terminology! This book is handy

when I am using different guides that choose words I don't use much or at all, and help me get my

plants identifed accurately with fewer guesses about fine details! I love the illustrations too; very

clear.

Fantastic book! This book will be of great help in trying to identify plants using keys. Most of the

keys will have a glossary of the technical terms used in describing a plant, but there are seldom any

pictures to really show what the terms mean and how they really appear. Often several forms of the

same structure or description are listed when different forms of the same word are used by different

authors. The vocabulary associated with the identification of plants from family through species can

be very confusing, and this book goes far to explain the technical words. Some knowledge of botany

is needed and many of the terms require a hand lens or dissecting microscope to be able to see the

structures. It's certainly the best book of its kind that I have found.

REALLY helpful when running through a plant key!!

Must have book for anyone who has trouble with technical key out terms. This book has any botany

term you can think of and black and white drawings and diagrams of most terms. Couldn't have

passed plant taxonomy without it.
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